Analyze Large Quantities of Measurement Data Rationally
and Flexibly
On test benches and in durability tests, automotive OEMs collect important information on the behavior of vehicle components under realistic conditions. However, in view of the enormous quantities of data that are generated and their
complex interrelationships, it is often a time-consuming process to subsequently identify and analyze the relevant data
sets. To accelerate the analysis of measurement data in testing its automatic transmissions, Daimler AG relies on automated data evaluation by the CANape measurement and calibration tool from Vector.
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Automatic Transmission Requires Many Parameter
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Proven Analysis Process is Pushed to its Limits
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evaluation, statistics are generated which provide a summary of the analysis. They show, among other things, that

Automated Evaluation by Data Mining

a 1-2 shift occurred a total of around 1,200 times (Figure 4).

Since CANape is already widely used at Daimler – whether

The heat entries can be displayed above other physical

in calibrating ECUs, logging measurement data in test

parameters in XY diagrams, for example. This results in dot

Figure 1: The measurement
data generated on test
benches and in durability test
vehicles are saved on the server
and are available to calibration
engineers for evaluation.
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Figure 2: Data mining functionality is used to
identify poor and good gear shift operations
in a 2-axis diagram. This lets you quickly
detect any limit value violations.

clouds, where each point represents a shift operation. The

Flexible Adaptation of the Measurement Data

user can then recognize points lying outside of value limits

Evaluation

based on their position on the diagram. When a point is

The data mining functions of CANape allow Daimler test

selected, the related measurement file is loaded, and the

and calibration engineers to essentially perform an entire
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This is an important step for developers to attain more

Since the window contents are time-synchronized in
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in determining whether a specific ECU software level ful-
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In the windows, it is not only possible to show signal

The requirements for the analysis are subject to a continu-
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ally changing dynamic. Scripts may be modified either by
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tools of CANape are inadequate for any reason, other func-

and errors in the shift operation. This makes it easy to iden-
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ination.

makes it possible to implement any desired evaluations.

Figure 3: Data Mining user interface of
CANape that was customized to the
individual requirements of Daimler engineers.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of traction
upshift: initial assessments of the
durability run can already be made
based on information in the
predefined display windows.
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